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A Biomechanical Model of
Sagittal Tongue Bending
The human tongue is a structurally complex and extremely flexible organ. In ord
better understand the mechanical basis for lingual deformations, we modeled a prim
movement of the tongue, sagittal tongue bending. We hypothesized that sagittal ben
a synergistic deformation derived from co-contraction of the longitudinalis and trans
sus muscles. Our model of tongue bending was based on classical bimetal strip the
which curvature is produced when one muscle layer contracts more so than an
Contraction was modulated via mismatched thermal expansion coefficients and tem
ture change (to simulate muscular contraction). Our results demonstrated that syner
contraction produced curvature and strain results which were in better corresponden
empirical results derived from tagging MRI than were the results of contraction of
longitudinalis muscle alone. This fundamental reliance of tongue bending on the s
gistic contraction of its intrinsic fibers supports the muscular hydrostat theory of ton
function. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1503794#
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Introduction
The human tongue is a versatile, lithe muscular organ, whic

critical to such physiological tasks as mastication, swallowing a
speech. In this paper, we model a primitive movement of
tongue, sagittal tongue bending. This deformation can be con
ered a foundation of lingual deformations seen in oral phase s
lowing, wherein the tongue undergoes sagittal bending to p
the tip posterior to the top row of teeth, forming an accommo
tion pouch in which a bolus of food is held.

The musculature of the anterior tongue~Fig. 1! is composed of
intrinsic muscles, myofiber populations wholly contained in t
body of the tongue and unconnected to any external bony att
ments@1#. In contrast, extrinsic muscles have a bony attachm
outside the tongue proper. One of the intrinsic muscles, the s
rior longitudinalis muscle, runs parallel to the dorsal surface of
tongue, below the thick epithelium. Below this myofiber popu
tion, lies the intrinsic core of the tongue which contains sequen
sheets~in the coronal plane! of superior-inferiorly and medial-
laterally directed fibers; the verticalis and transversus musc
respectively. Below this layer is the inferior longitudinalis musc
followed by connective tissue, the lingual gland, epithelium, an
thin strip of tissue called the frenulum, which connects the an
rior tongue to the floor of the mouth. The transversus, vertica
and longitudinalis muscles also extend to the posterior tong
The posterior tongue contains a central region of fibers origina
at the mental spine of the mandible and projecting in a fan-
manner in the superior, lateral, and posterior directions~corre-
sponding to the extrinsic genioglossus muscle!. There are two
major laterally inserted fiber populations, the first directed pos
rior and inferior~the extrinsic hyoglossus muscle! and the second
directed posterior and superior~the extrinsic styloglossus muscle!.

Sagittal bending is one of several primitive deformations
sumed by the tongue during swallowing. Classically, super
directed tongue bending is considered to result from contrac
of the superior longitudinalis muscle alone@2#. In contrast, we
hypothesized that sagittal bending may be better depicted by
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combined contractions of the transversus and the longitudin
muscles. This theory converges well with the depiction of t
tongue as a muscular hydrostat@2#, an organ that functions by
deforming in a plane orthogonal to the contraction axis by c
servation of volume. One of the goals of this modeling effort w
to evaluate the extent to which combined contractions of the tra
versus and longitudinalis muscle account for sagittal tongue be
ing. In order to validate our model, we compared the theoret
results to previously published empirical measurements obta
by Tagging MRI@3#.

The theoretical model of tongue bending was based on clas
bimetal strip theory@4,5#, which is typically applied in electrical
thermostat switch design. Bimetal strip theory applies to the c
in which two metals of different thermal expansion coefficient a
bonded together at an interface and are subjected to a temper
change@6#. Under these conditions, the thermal expansion
sponse of each layer differs, yet the bond between the layers
mains fixed. Thus, the only way for the strip to accommodate
differing expansions is to bend. In the case of sagittal tong
bending, a beam curvature is produced when one muscle l
~specifically the longitudinalis muscle! contracts more so than th
other layers. Hence, if muscular contractile strain can be con
ered analogous to thermal contractile strain, the layered musc
sandwich within the tongue can be adequately modeled by a c
sical bimetal strip. One strip layer was composed of the supe
longitudinalis muscle and was bonded to the other layer, co
posed of the transversus and verticalis muscles. Once the strip
subjected to a temperature change, contraction of the longitud
lis and transversus muscles was accomplished by specifying
directionally dependent thermal expansion coefficients for the
ferent layers.

Previous models of lingual muscular activity have emphasi
relatively simple geometry and few elements, incorporating re
istic activation and dynamics properties@7#, as well as multi-
element finite element models, incorporating correct thr
dimensional geometry and viscoelastic constitutive properties@8#.
The geometry of the former model was particular to certain r
tilian tongues and significantly divergent from human tongu
The latter model’s complexity provided greater flexibility of d
formation, yet introduced model instability when setting optim
zation functions. Still other models have attempted to model tw
dimensionally the intrinsic and extrinsic behavior of the hum
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Fig. 1 The intrinsic musculature of the human tongue, as depicted by histo-
logical axial cross-section. The medial and lateral locations are shown. The
longitudinalis m. runs along the tongue’s long axis; while the transversus m.
„extending medial-laterally … and verticalis m. „extending inferior-superiorly … are
seen in-plane in this figure. Approximate location through anterior tongue is
visualized in the inset MRI sagittal image „upper right …. †Image adapted from
Gray’s Anatomy by Henry Gray. Crown Publishers, Inc., 1976. ‡
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tongue by subdividing the muscular organ into gross directio
myofiber elements@9,10#. While not wholly parcellating the organ
as a finite element model, these models attempted to retain s
of the flexibility of a generalized description, while still somewh
limiting the scope of investigation. For instance, both of the
models utilized linear elastic isotropic constitutive descriptio
Model comparisons to empirical results were lacking. Howev
the Hashimoto and Suga model, which involved tongue defor
tions in the production of vowel sounds, was validated by co
parison to cine x-ray images.

Our model differed from past investigations in that it was
analog model comparing the tongue to a common mechanica
gineering device, a bi-layered beam with differing thermal exp
sion properties. Secondly, we validated our model with not j
gross geometry~i.e., global curvature through cine x-ray!, but
with internal deformation metrics~i.e. strain measurement
through the cross-section with Tagging MRI!. This model was
created to answer a specific question: what muscular elemen
the human tongue are involved in the common tongue defor
tion, sagittal bending toward the hard palate.

Methods

Development and Validation of Analog Model. A mechani-
cal analog model was developed and compared to strain mea
ment data derived from a prior tagging MRI study@3#. In this
study, we explored two different mechanisms by which the ton
might achieve sagittal bending in vivo. One mechanism requ
the superior longitudinalis muscle to contract without concurr
contraction of the inferior longitudinalis muscle~otherwise the
tongue would simply shorten!, thereby producing a longitudina
strain gradient through the cross-section as well as a curved g
deformation, consistent with sagittal bending. By an alterna
mechanism, superior longitudinalis muscle contraction was ai
by contraction of the transversus muscle, which produced an
ticlastic curvature about the medial-lateral axis, thereby augm
ing sagittal bending. The existence of independent contraction
the muscular components of the intrinsic mammalian tongue
acknowledged in a study of motor unit innervation@11#. The au-
thors concluded that the orthogonally oriented muscle sheet
the core intrinsic muscles~transversus and verticalis muscles! ap-
peared to be individually innervated by separate branches of
trigeminal ~sensory! and hypoglossal~motor! nerves.
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In order to address this mechanistic distinction, we modeled
tongue as a composite beam, which has an initial curvature in
rest configuration, and then undergoes a change in curvature
to dissimilar contraction patterns of the beam elements. The
beam element~beam 1! represents the longitudinalis muscle laye
while the bottom beam element~beam 2! represents the intrinsic
core of the tongue which is composed of the transversus and
ticalis muscles. Muscular contraction has been simulated in
bimetal strip model by assigning different thermal expansion
efficients (a(x)) to the different beam layers. Using this ap
proach, we assessed the relative contribution of the transve
and longitudinalis muscles on sagittal bending.

The bimetal strip bent beam analog solution is derived from
classical mechanics theory@6,12# with several modifications. The
following assumptions were made in order to produce a se
governing equations which could be readily solved by analyti
methods:~1! cross-sections originally planar and perpendicular
the beam’s curved long axis, remain planar and perpendicula
the new curved long axis after deformation,~2! contraction does
not produce shear deformation, i.e. only pure bending is mode
~Bernoulli-Euler beams!, ~3! the two beams are connected by rig
plates at the ends, hence concentrated force at the ends is t
formed into a linear stress variation through the cross-sec
~otherwise shear deformation occurs at the ends, conflicting w
assumption 1!, ~4! the solutions for concurrent contractions of th
longitudinalis and transversus muscles can be superimposed
lastly ~5! both beams were assumed to be comprised of isotro
linear elastic materials with orthotropic thermal expansion coe
cients.

In classical bimetal strip theory, a composite beam is formed
two beams of different material composition bonded at an in
face. The two beams can have different thickness (h1 ,h2),
Young’s modulus (E1 ,E2), Poisson’s ratio (n1 ,n2), and thermal
expansion coefficient (a1 ,a2). Table 1 contains definitions of the
relevant parameters used in the model. Ifa1.a2 and there is a
temperature dropDT, beam 1, if unencumbered, would contract
a greater degree than beam 2. However, since the two beam
bonded together, beam 2 restricts beam 1’s contraction by ap
ing shearing forces at the bonding interface. If each beam is t
taken as a separate free-body diagram, the shearing forces,
they are not applied centrally, produce bending moments on e
beam. These two moments may be different since the beams
Transactions of the ASME
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have different thickness; however, equilibrium dictates that
sum of the moments must equal the moment-couple created b
shearing forces acting centrally on each beam~Fig. 2!:

P15P25P (1)

M11M25P1S h1

2 D1P2S h2

2 D5PS h

2D (2)

Constitutive relations describe the relationship of material
formation to loading. For the case of a curved beam bimetal s
problem, the relationship between moment and curvature ca

Fig. 2 Analog model defined by two materials bonded to-
gether at an interface. The bimetal strip is initially concave-
downward; each material is constitutively defined by its mate-
rial properties and spatial dimensions „see Table 1 …. Upon
contraction of the top material, the ‘‘bimetal strip’’ is subjected
to the forces and moments defined on the schematic.

Table 1 Model parameter definitions

Parameter Definition

h1 : Height of beam 1~superior longitudinalis m.!
h2 : Height of beam 2~transversus and verticalis m.!
h: Total height of bimetal strip (h5h11h2)
b: Width of beam
L: Length of beam~measured along convex edge!

E1 : Young’s Modulus of beam 1
E2 : Young’s Modulus of beam 2
n1 : Poisson’s ratio for beam 1
n2 : Poisson’s ratio for beam 2
a1 : Thermal expansion coefficient for beam 1
a2 : Thermal expansion coefficient for beam 2
DT: Temperature change experienced by the bimetal st
Ro : Initial radius of curvature to bimetal strip neutral ax
ko : Initial curvature (ko51/Ro)
Ro1 : Initial radius of curvature to beam 1 neutral axis
Ro2 : Initial radius of curvature to beam 1 neutral axis
Rb : Radius of curvature induced by the bending mome
Rf : Final radius of curvature of bimetal strip neutral axi
P1 : Axial load applied to beam 1
P2 : Axial load applied to beam 2
M1 : Moment applied to beam 1
M2 : Moment applied to beam 2
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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found by integrating the differential moment produced by t
bending stress distribution across the indicated cross-section

M5E ysdA (3)

Since the curvature changes that are anticipated in the ton
model are very large, linear strain definitions could not be us
Instead, we chose to use Green’s strain,«51/2(U221), to define
non-linear bending strain in a curved beam~see Appendix 1 for
derivation!:

«5
1

2 F S 11
yRo

y1Ro
S 1

Rb
D D 2

21G (4)

where y is the distance from the neutral axis,Ro is the original
radius of curvature to the neutral axis of the curved beam~see
Appendix 2 for derivation ofRo!, andRb is the radius of curvature
caused by the bending moment, M. Using equation~4! and assum-
ing that tongue musculature behaves as a linear elastic mate
equation~3! can be evaluated analytically:

M5
Eb

2~12n2! F ~R11R2!hRo24hRo
212Ro

3 ln
R2

R1
G S 1

Rb
D

1
Eb

4~12n2! F ~R11R2!hRo
226hRo

316Ro
4 ln

R2

R1

12Ro
5S 1

R2
2

1

R1
D G S 1

Rb
2D (5)

where b is the width of the beam, andR1 andR2 are the inner and
outer radii, respectively, of a beam initially bent concave dow
Note that M is defined to be positive clockwise. Hence, the n
linear strain definition produces a moment-curvature relation
is itself quadratic.

In order to solve for the curvature produced by a given contr
tion, a compatibility relation must be imposed at the interface
the two beams. That is, for the two beams to remain bonded a
interface, the longitudinal strain experienced by the lower plane
the upper beam and that experienced by the upper plane o
lower beam must be equal. The longitudinal strain is the sum
the thermal, axial,1 and bending strain. At the interface,y15R2
1h22Ro1

and y25R21h22Ro2
; which can be substituted into

equation~4! to derive the bending strain. Thus, strain matchi
can be expressed mathematically as:

«xx1
~R21h2!5«xx2

~R21h2!a1DT1
P

E1h1b

1
1

2
F S 11

~R21h22Ro1
!Ro1

R21h2
S 1

Rb
D D 2

21G
5a2DT2

P

E2h2b

1
1

2
F S 11

~R21h22Ro2
!Ro2

R21h2
S 1

Rb
D D 2

21G
(6)

whereRo1
andRo2

are the radius of curvature to the neutral ax
of beam 1 and beam 2, respectively. Finally, the change in cu
ture produced in the bimetal strip can be found by combin
equation~6! with equation~2! ~in elasticity theory, this is a com-
bination of equilibrium, constitutive relations, and compatibility!.
The radius of curvature produced by the bending moments ac
on the strip can be found by solving the quadratic equation:

1The axial strain is defined by«5s/E5P/Ehb
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F ~R21h22Ro1
!2Ro1

2 2~R21h22Ro2
!2Ro2

2

~R21h2!2 2
4~B11B2!

h S 1

E1h1

1
1

E2h2
D G 1

Rb
2 1F2@~R21h2!~Ro1

1Ro2
!1Ro2

2 2Ro1

2 #

R21h2

2
4~A11A2!

h S 1

E1h1
1

1

E2h2
D G 1

Rb
12~a12a2!DT50 (7)

where

A15
E1

2~12n1
2!

F ~R1
22~R21h2!2!Ro1

24h1Ro1

2

12Ro1

3 lnS R1

R21h2
D G

A25
E2

2~12n2
2!

F ~~R21h2!22R2
2!Ro2

24h212Ro2

2

12Ro2

3 lnS R21h2

R2
D G

B15
E1

4~12n1
2!

F ~R1
22~R21h2!2!Ro1

2 26h1Ro1

3

16Ro1

4 lnS R1

R21h2
D12Ro1

5 S 1

R1
2

1

R21h2
D G

B25
E2

4~12n2
2!

F ~~R21h2!22R2
2!Ro2

2 26h2Ro2

3

16Ro2

4 lnS R21h2

R2
D12Ro2

5 S 1

R21h2
2

1

R2
D G (8)

A1 and A2 are derived from the constant in front of the linear te
in equation~5! for beam 1 and beam 2, respectively. B1 and B2 are
derived from the constant in front of the quadratic term in eq
tion ~5! for beam 1 and beam 2, respectively. A sensitivity analy
of these equations was completed wherein the effect of varyin
given parameter was evaluated by the variability induced on
computed curvature.

The final radius,Rf , of the bimetal strip can now be found.
beam with initial curvatureRo , undergoing bending described b
a change in curvature of radiusRb , assumes a final radius define
by:

1

Rf
5

1

Rb
1

1

Ro
(9)

Model parameters were derived principally from MRI images a
the Visible Human: Male database@13# ~Fig. 4, Table 2!. MRI
images of the same human subject from whom the empirical st
data were derived, were used to measure total height of beamh;
width of beam,b; length of beam,L; initial curvature,Ro ; and
final curvature,Rf ~which was used to help corroborate mod
output!. The initial and final curvatures were measured by fittin
circle to a set of points digitized along a contour~Fig. 5!. This was
accomplished by minimizing the rms error while varying t
circle radius and center location. A mid-sagittal slice from t
Visible Human Male database was used to find the percen
composition of dorsal epithelium, superior longitudinalis musc
transversus/verticalis muscles, inferior longitudinalis muscle,
gual gland and frenulum in a transverse x-section through
anterior tongue~approximate location from which the empirica
strain data was derived!. These data were used to find the heigh
550 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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of the individual beams,h1 andh2 . The Young’s Modulus, E, of
contracted (E50.01 MPa) and relaxed muscle (E50.006 MPa)
was found from other tongue models in the literature@10# and
material test results@14#. Finally, muscle contraction was modele
by assigning specific values to the thermal expansion coefficie
of each beam. Due to the lack of adequate data on human ton
muscle, results from the frog~Rana pipiens! sartorius muscle were
used @15#. The strain of muscular contraction was found to b
20.3 using the length changes (l new/ l o50.7) reported by this
reference for isotonic contractions under low load. Thus, if t
temperature change,DT, is set to21°C, contracted muscle was
defined by a thermal expansion coefficient,a, equal to 0.3°C21,
while uncontracted muscle was defined by ana equal to 0°C21.

Contraction of the superior longitudinalis muscle produc
bending in the x-y plane. However, due to the existence of Po
son’s effects, an anticlastic curvature in the beam is formed in
y-z plane~Fig. 3!. This curvature~which can be seen when bend
ing a common rectangular rubber eraser! is equal to2n/r, where
r is the radius of curvature for bending in the x-y plane andn is
Poisson’s ratio, which was set to 1/2, corresponding to an inco
pressible material. Tissue incompressibility is commonly assum
in tongue models@7,8# as the tissue is highly aqueous, giving th

Fig. 3 The phenomenon of anticlastic curvature arises from
Poisson effects. When a beam is bent, the concave edge is
under longitudinal compression, while the convex edge is un-
der longitudinal tension. Poisson’s effect dictates that the con-
tracted edge must expand orthogonally, while the edge under
tension must contract orthogonally. This requirement creates a
curvature „the anticlastic curvature … which is itself in a plane
orthogonal to the plane of primary bending.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 The spatial parameters used in the model were derived from either MRI images of the
tongue, or from the Visible Human: Male database. „A… Coronal view MRI image „with tag lines
superimposed … of the tongue depicting the width, b, of the tissue in the mid-anterior position,
32.6 mm. „B… Sagittal view MRI image of the tongue depicting the functional length „along its
curvature … of the anterior tongue, 36.4 mm, and the composite height, h, 7.8 mm. „C… Sagittal
view, cross-section of the muscular structure of the anterior tongue, derived from the Visible
Human database, showing the relative composition percentage of the longitudinalis „25.8%…

and transversus „74.2%… muscle layers.
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tongue its capability to behave as a muscular hydrostat.2 Intu-
itively, the anticlastic curvature can be explained by the fact t
the concave edge of a bent beam is in compression along
x-direction, while the convex edge is in tension along t
x-direction. Thus, by Poisson’s effect, the concave edge mus
in tension along the z-direction while the convex edge must b
compression along the z-direction. The consequence is that a
ondary curvature is formed in the beam in the y-z plane; t
curvature is called the anticlastic curvature. In fact, it is this c
vature that explains how contraction of the transversus muscle
augment the contraction of the superior longitudinalis muscle
producing sagittal bending~x-y plane! of the tongue. Contraction
of the transversus muscle produces a curvature in the y-z pl
and can be modeled in a similar manner by a bimetal strip ana
In addition, this contraction produces an anticlastic curvature,
time in the x-y plane, which augments sagittal tongue bending

2Experimental techniques such as x-ray diffraction have been used to con
skeletal muscle incompressibility@16#, while studies on frog sartorius muscle hav
demonstrated volume decreases of less than 0.01%@17#.

Table 2 Model parameter values

Parameter Value Source

h1 : 2.060.4 mm Visible Human data, MRI
h2 : 5.860.4 mm Visible Human data, MRI

b: 30.060.6 mm MRI
L: 35.060.6 mm MRI

E1(run 1): 0.01 MPa Duck, 1990
E2(run 1): 0.006 MPa Duck, 1990
E1(run 2): 0.01 MPa Duck, 1990
E2(run 2): 0.01 Mpa Duck, 1990

n1 : 0.5 Duck, 1990
n2 : 0.5 Duck, 1990

a12x(run 1): 0.3°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a22x(run 1): 0°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a12z(run 1): 0°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a22z(run 1): 0°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a12x(run 2): 0.3°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a22x(run 2): 0°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a12z(run 2): 0°C21 Matsumoto, 1967
a22z(run 2): 0.3°C21 Matsumoto, 1967

DT: 21°C Matsumoto, 1967
ko : 28.5 m21 MRI
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our model, superposition was used to combine the effects of
perior longitudinalis and transversus muscle contraction.

The results of both of the tested contraction scenarios~superior
longitudinalis muscle alone and both superior longitudinalis a
transversus muscles! was visualized with MATLAB~The Math-
works, Inc., Massachusetts, USA! by a bent beam graphic show
ing the modeled beam in its final, contracted configuration. Be
deflection was tracked by visualizing the deflection of 75 poi
defining the convex, concave, and interfacial contours.

Correlation of Analog Model With Empirical Data „Tagging
MRI …. Corroboration of theoretical results with empirical resu
was accomplished by both comparing the final curvature achie
in modeled and real deflection~MRI!; as well as by comparing the
longitudinal strains calculated across the tongue cross-sectio
the model with the longitudinal strains derived from the Taggi
MRI data for sagittal bending~averaged data fromn55 subjects!.
The MRI data were taken from the anterior tongue within t
portion corresponding anatomically to the superior longitudina
and transversus muscles. This portion was deduced by cr
sectional percentage measurements from the Visible Human: M
data.

Tagging MRI has been previously used to derive qualitative a
quantitative measures of internal tissue deformation@3,18,19#. In
brief, Tagging MRI is a non-invasive NMR tagging technique th
allowed for the selective saturation of bands of magnetic spin
resting tongue tissue@20–22#. These bands were localized alon
the antero-posterior and superior-inferior directions of the m
sagittal plane, resulting in a square rectilinear grid. As the ton
tissue deformed, the previously rectilinear grid also deformed,
axial and shear strains relative to the rest condition were de
mined by imaging the tongue in its deformed state, thereby tra
ing the relative displacement of triangular element nodes defi
by MR tag line intersections.

Results
The results of this analysis demonstrated that sagittal ton

bending could be adequately represented by an analog b
model, and could, in fact, be depicted in terms of the contracti
of the tongue’s constituting myofiber populations.

From its initial curved state, the tongue was found to reverse
curvature under both the ‘‘superior longitudinalis muscle onl
contraction scenario, as well as the scenario wherein both

firm
e
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Fig. 5 The initial „A… and final „B… tongue curvatures were measured by fitting a circle to a set
of points digitized along the approximate contour of the longitudinalis Õtransversus interface.
The best-fit circle was derived by minimizing the rms error while varying circle location and
radius. MRI images used were from the same subject.
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superior longitudinalis and transversus muscles contract~Table 3,
Fig. 6!. Positive curvature is defined as concave down, wh
negative curvature is defined as concave up~i.e. sagittal tongue
bending!. Under the condition of longitudinalis muscle contra
tion alone, the moment produced by the contraction induce
curvature change of246.9 m21, which resulted in a final curva
ture of 218.4 m21. When compared to the final curvature me
sured from the empirical tagging MRI data~230.9 m21!, this
scenario was found to have a percent error of 40%. Howe
under the condition of combined longitudinalis and transver
muscle contraction, the moment produced by the synergistic c
tractions induced a curvature change of258.8 m21, which re-
sulted in a final curvature of230.4 m21. When compared to the
empirical final curvature, this scenario had better corresponde
~percent error of less than 2%!.

Cross-sectional longitudinal strain (Exx) and medial-lateral
strain (Ezz) distributions calculated from the model were al
compared with empirical data taken from the tagging MRI stu
~Fig. 7!. The experiments showed that longitudinal strain was c
tractile ~20.17! at a location close to the interface of the longit
dinalis muscle layer and transversus/verticalis muscle layer. N
the inferior edge of the transversus/verticalis muscle layer,
longitudinal strain was 0.44. For the longitudinalis muscle o
contraction scenario, theoretical longitudinal strains (Exx) ranged
from 20.26 at the superior edge of the longitudinalis muscle la

Table 3 Simulation results

Longitudinalis m. only
Contraction

Longitudinalis and
Transversus m.

Contraction

Initial curvature
(ko51/Ro)

28.561.7 m21 28.561.7 m21

Curvature induced
by contraction (kb)

246.9 m21 258.8 m21

Final curvature
~simulated kf!

218.4 m21 230.4 m21

Final curvature
~empirical kf!

230.961.7 m21 230.961.7 m21

% Error
~simulation to empirical!

40% 2%
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~most negative! to 0.10 at the inferior edge of the transversu
verticalis muscle layer. Medial-lateral~or through-plane! strains
(Ezz) ranged from 0.13 at the superior edge of the longitudina
muscle layer to20.05 at the inferior edge of the transversu
verticalis muscle layer. For the longitudinalis and transver
muscle contraction scenario, theoretical longitudinal strains (Exx)
ranged from20.19 at the superior edge of the longitudina
muscle layer to 0.27 at the inferior edge of the transvers
verticalis muscle layer. Medial-lateral~or through-plane! strains
(Ezz) ranged from 0.04 at the superior edge of the longitudina
muscle layer to20.41 at the inferior edge of the transversu
verticalis muscle layer. Residual errors (sqrt((« theory-«meas)

∧2))
were calculated for longitudinal and medial-lateral strain profi
for both contraction scenarios. For longitudinal strain, the aver
error was 0.20 for the longitudinalis-only contraction and 0.13
the transversus/longitudinalis contraction. For medial lateral st
there was not a significant difference~0.18 for the former to 0.17
for the latter! in average residual error. Again, the agreement w
empirical results~both quantitative and qualitative! was closer
when both muscles were activated~Fig. 6!.

A sensitivity analysis of the equations involved in the mod
was completed wherein the effect of varying a given model
rameter650% was evaluated by the variability induced on t
computed curvature~the curvature produced by the contractio!
~Fig. 8!. As this analysis is of the governing equations of t
model ~which were similar for both scenarios!, the sensitivity
analysis was performed on the ‘‘longitudinalis muscle only’’ co
traction scenario. This analysis showed that curvature was m
sensitive toa1 , the thermal expansion coefficient of beam 1~the
beam containing the superior longitudinalis muscle!, andh2 , the
height of beam 2~the beam containing the transversus and ve
calis muscles!. The curvature was less sensitive toE1 , the
Young’s modulus of beam 1,E2 , the Young’s modulus of beam 2
and h1 , the height of beam 1. Finally, the curvature produced
superior longitudinalis muscle contraction was very minima
sensitive toRo , the initial curvature of the strip.

Discussion
The human tongue is a structurally heterogeneous and

tremely flexible organ with a seemingly infinite number of degre
of freedom. In this modeling effort, our purpose was to gain
Transactions of the ASME
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sight into the mechanisms of a single, fundamental deformat

sagittal tongue bending. A better understanding of this basic
neuver could lead to a better understanding of some of the m
complex deformations associated with human speech and s
lowing.

We explored two contraction scenarios to see which best

Fig. 6 Shown are the graphic representations of the 3D model
of the tongue in the „A… initial configuration, „B… final configu-
ration for longitudinalis only contraction, and „C… final configu-
ration for synergistic longitudinalis and transversus muscle
contraction. The initially concave-down bent beam was effec-
tively straightened by longitudinalis muscle contraction, and
achieved maximal bending with synergistic longitudinalis Õ
transverses muscle contraction.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
on,
a-

ore
wal-

ap-

proximates actual tongue bending~as determined by tagging
MRI!. Both the ‘‘superior longitudinalis muscle only’’ contractio
scenario, and the synergistic ‘‘longitudinalis and transver
muscle’’ contraction scenario produced a change in curva
wherein the tongue switched conformation from concave down
concave up. However, in order for the tongue tip to achieve
strain pattern and curvature associated with a fully bent confi
ration, approximating the hard palate~as shown by tagging MRI!,
co-contraction of the superior longitudinalis and transver
muscles was necessary~Table 3!.

Longitudinalis muscle contraction alone was sufficient to ca
tongue straightening, an action important for anterior protrusi
However, our results demonstrated that in order for the tongu
achieve the more extreme sagittal curvature associated with
palate contact, maximal efforts from both the longitudinalis a
transversus myofiber populations were necessary. Examinatio
the cross-sectional strain field revealed that the anterior ton
experiences large longitudinal tensile strains,Exx , in the range of
44% at the inferior border of the transversus muscle layer. Th
strains were not well approximated by contraction of the longi
dinalis muscle alone. In contrast, the strain values predicted
synergistic contraction of the muscle layers more closely appr
mated the experimental values for strain and curvature. It w
notable, however, that even the synergistic strain values show
the model underestimated actual longitudinal strain. We specu
that the larger longitudinal strain values seen in the empirical d
may very well have been exaggerated by secondary effects,
as verticalis muscle co-contraction, which, while not augment
global curvature, would produce greater tensile longitudi
strain. Such secondary effects were not accounted for in the
rent model.

Our data demonstrate that the large contractile medial-lat
~through-plane! strains,Ezz, measured from the tagging MRI dat
were not adequately modeled by the contraction of the longitu
nalis muscle alone. Medial-lateral contraction occurred o
through Poisson’s effects for this scenario, and produced the a
clastic curvature. However, under the synergistic contraction s
nario, medial-lateral contraction~especially in the transversus
verticalis muscle layer! occurred primarily due to active
contraction of the transversus musculature. The model produ
contractile strains which overestimated slightly the actual contr
tile deformation. This may have resulted from the model assum
tion that the entire transversus muscle layer contracts uniform
In reality, contraction is most likely modulated such that the s
perior portion of this layer contracts less than the inferior portio
This would maximize the curvature producing effects of mus
contraction. Since the height of this layer is significantly grea
than the longitudinalis muscle layer~5.8 mm compared to 2.0
mm!, not accounting for gradations in transversus muscle cont
tion could have produced this overestimate in medial-lateral c
traction strain, as well as the underestimation in tensile strain
the longitudinalis muscle layer.

In order to gain a better understanding of which parame
have greatest influence on tissue deformation, the analog m
was dissected along its governing equations. This was impor
as the various parameters employed by the model had diffe
degrees of measurement error. Our sensitivity study was acc
plished by varying several key parameters by650% and measur-
ing the percentage effect propagated to the ultimate calculatio
curvature~Fig. 8!. Due to the nonlinear nature of the equatio
involved in the model, the sensitivity study was done graphica
since the calculation of partial derivatives with respect to vario
parameters would offer only infinitesimal sensitivity about t
mean values. This study demonstrated that the model was m
sensitive toa1 , the thermal expansion coefficient, and toh2 , the
height of the transversus/verticalis muscle layer. A150% change
in a1 resulted in a151.8% change in curvature,kb ; while a
250% change ina1 resulting in a250.6% change inkb . Con-
versely, a150% change inh2 resulted in a239.6% change in kb ;
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 553
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Fig. 7 Modeled strain data „longitudinal strain, Exx ; and through-plane strain,
Ezz… for both contraction scenarios were computed and graphed versus loca-
tion along the tongue cross-section. Empirical data points were plotted as
circles on the same graph. The synergistic contraction scenario corresponded
better to the empirical „Tagging MRI derived … data than did contraction of the
longitudinalis muscle alone.

Fig. 8 Sensitivity analysis of the equations involved in the model was com-
pleted by finding the effect induced on the computed curvature by varying a
given model parameter. Model parameters were varied by Á10% and percent-
age effect on curvature was computed throughout. This analysis showed that
curvature was most sensitive to a1 „the thermal expansion coefficient of the
beam containing the superior longitudinalis muscle …, and h2 „the height of
beam the beam containing the transversus muscle ….
BER 2002 Transactions of the ASME
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while a 250% change inh2 resulting in a185.2% change in kb .
Hence,a1 proved to have a direct linear relationship to the c
vature ~see governing equations!, while the variation due to h2
was inverse and slightly more nonlinear in nature. Howev
within a more physiological range of610% ~a more reasonable
range considering parameter measurement errors as well!, there
was not a single parameter to which the curvature showed hy
sensitivity (k}ucxun; n>2), underscoring the stability of the
model. The model proved to be less sensitive to the Youn
modulus~E1 or E2!, and toh1 , the height of the longitudinalis
muscle layer. The height of layer 1 was less influential than
height of layer 2 because percentage changes of a significa
smaller value (h152 mm; h255.8 mm) translate to a smalle
variability in composite beam height,h ~a summed parameter im
portant for ultimate curvature change!. Finally, the model was
almost completely insensitive to the initial curvature of the rest
tongue~variability of kb was less than 2.5% for a 50% change
Ro!. This variable had a greater effect on the calculatedfinal cur-
vature through equation~9!.

While the analog model adequately approximated sag
tongue bending, offering insight into the contractions involve
there were several assumptions adopted during the modelin
fort which need discussion. In regard to model development,
assumption that planar sections remain planar, i.e. that there
no shear deformation, reflected our idealization of sagittal be
ing. In fact, the MRI data@3# showed that postero-inferior mus
cular attachments of the anterior tongue constrain the ben
deformation, leading to the development of finite shear stra
Because this shear strain was external in nature, and did not
directly from intrinsic muscular contraction, it was neglected
the model. Future iterations of our model will incorporate vario
boundary conditions~such as the postero-inferior attachment
the genioglossus muscle! and shear accommodating Timoshen
beams, rather than Bernoulli-Euler beams. Another assump
made in the development of the model was that the synerg
effects of longitudinalis and transversus muscle contraction co
be combined by the theory of superposition@23#. The theory of
superposition states that strains arising from various mu
dimensional stresses can be combined by summation as lon
the constitutive relations are in a linearly elastic range. Hence
order to explore synergistic effects in this modeling effort it w
important to model the constitutive properties of the bimetal s
with isotropic linear elastic definitions. Since our model was sta
~bimodal—either deformed or undeformed! and did not include
dynamic behavior~viscoelasticity, calcium homeostasis, depe
dence of stretch reflex on shortening speed, or reflex delays!, we
felt that this assumption was adequate. This assumption was
made in several previous lingual modeling efforts@9,10,24,25#.
Furthermore, while exact constitutive data does not exist for
various heterogeneous regions of the human tongue, the mus
ture is most definitely skeletal muscle, for which there did ex
limited constitutive property data in the case of isotropy. Anoth
option would have been to assume orthotropy for the beam
ments ~due to the symmetry planes of the longitudinalis a
transversus/verticalis muscles!. However, we chose not to do thi
due to a lack of adequate experimental constitutive data, and
to the fact that our sensitivity study demonstrated that the mo
was not particularly sensitive to Young’s modulus.

Regarding the definition of model parameters, data deri
from MRI ~such asb, L, h, ko! were deemed sufficiently robust a
all were derived from the same subject. On the other hand,
longitudinalis and transversus cross-sectional composition
centage values were taken from the online Visible Human d
base, and thus were likely to have a higher degree of measure
and applicability error as they came from an unrelated cada
Nonetheless, it is a fair assumption that the relative myofiber c
position is stable within a species, especially for gender matc
individuals. Finally, it should be noted that the contraction s
narios studied involved maximal muscular contractions. In rea
maximal tetanic tension is rarely reached in a physiologic syst
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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This assumption was considered appropriate for our scenarios
to the fact that the deformation studied was a relatively extre
motion, and maximal muscular effort would have been a
proached.

One of the most significant insights derived from the curre
modeling study was the paramount role muscular synergy pla
in creating tissue deformation. For example, during anterior p
trusion ~a highly functional, if sometimes culturally offensive
act!, the transversus, verticalis, and even the extrinsic geniog
sus muscle play active contractile roles@3,10#. In light of our
modeling results, we hypothesize that the superior longitudin
muscle also acts in concert with the above muscle groups
straighten the tongue from its resting bent configuration. Thou
subtle, this action is nevertheless functionally important, and
lustrates the physiological reliance of synergistic muscular s
chrony in the regulation of tissue deformation. This phenomen
further supports the concept of the tongue as a muscular hydro
Another example of the synergistic interplay of the tongue’s m
cular elements is the retrograde thrusting of the posterior ton
during the bolus propulsion stage of the swallow. This maneu
is important in clearing the bolus from the oral cavity into th
oropharynx. Previous investigations found that bolus propuls
results from synergistic contraction of the posterior transver
muscle, as well as by external traction from the styloglos
muscle@18#. Conceivably, such redundancies are important to
sure physiological success, even if one of the contractile elem
becomes dysfunctional due to disease or trauma. As in other
mechanical manipulator systems in nature, synergistic musc
contractions augment physiological motion and add support
rigidity to the system. From a teleological perspective, muscu
synergy may represent a necessary adaptation for life-susta
functions, such as feeding, control of the respiratory tract, a
communication.

Despite the large impact of lingual disorders on the health
well-being of patients with neurological disease@26,27#, there is
remarkably little known of the underlying mechanical mechani
for these disorders. Our approach conceptualizes global ling
deformation in terms of the aggregate effect of the multiple lo
strain events occurring throughout the tissue during physiolog
movement. This approach should allow us to characterize the
tramural mechanical defect associated with impaired lingual fo
production in patients. This will, in turn, guide therapy specific
the mechanical defect and provide a more rational basis for
gical planning.

Appendix 1. Non-linear Strain Definition
The derivation of Green’s strain definition for bending strain

a curved beam undergoing bending was based on several geo
ric manipulations. Non-linear bending strain for a curved be
~Fig. A1! was defined on the basis of the fact that the angle,fb ,
which relates the rotation of a cross-sectional plane induced by
bending moment, can be expressed by

fb5LoS 1

Rb
D (A1.1)

whereLo is the arc length at the neutral axis andRb is the radius
of curvature caused by the bending moment. The axial deflect
d, of the arc lengthL at a distance y from the neutral axis can th
be expressed as

d5yfb5yLoS 1

Rb
D (A1.2)

Thus, the stretch at a distance, y, from the neutral axis can
expressed:

U5
L1d

L
511y

Lo

L S 1

Rb
D (A1.3)
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Finally, noting through geometric similarity that

Lo

L
5

Ro

R
5

Ro

Ro1y
(A1.4)

Green’s strain definition,«51/2(U221), can be applied to define
non-linear bending strain in a curved beam using the follow
definition:

«5
1

2 F S 11
yRo

y1Ro
S 1

Rb
D D 2

21G (A1.5)

Appendix 2. Finding the Neutral-Axis in a Curved
Beam

It is important to note that for an initially curved beam unde
going elastic bending, the neutral axis does not pass through
centroid of cross-sectional area, but is displaced toward the ce
of initial curvature@12#. Mathematically, the neutral axis is foun
by setting the total~integrated! axial force over the cross-sectio
equal to zero:

P5E sdA50 (A2.1)

Assuming a linearly elastic material, and the absence of a la
deviation from the neutral axis for large deformations, equat
~A2.1! can be expanded as:

E E~R2Ro!
Ro

R S 1

Rb
DdA50 (A2.2)

whereR is the radius of curvature to any material point on t
cross section,Ro is the radius of curvature at the neutral axis,Rb
is the radius of curvature produced by the moment. This equa
can then be simplified, assuming thatRb andRo do not vary over
the cross-section:

E R2Ro

R
dA50 (A2.3)

or

E dA2RoE dA

R
50 (A2.4)

which can be rearranged to yield an expression for the radiu
curvature of the neutral axis:

Ro5
A

E dA

R

(A2.5)

Hence, for the cross-sectional geometry assumed by the to
model, the neutral-axis can be solved for explicitly:

Ro5
h

lnS R2

R1
D (A2.6)

whereR2 is the convex side radius, andR1 is the concave side
radius.
556 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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